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WHAT HAPPENS WHEN DEA TH COMES? 

SCRIPTURE: II Corinthians 4:16-5:10 pew Bible p. 

INTRO: LEGEND TELLS OF A STRANGE ENCOUNTER IN 
THE MARKETPLACE OF BAGDAD. THE SERVANT OF A 
WEAL THY MERCHANT WAS SECURING PROVISIONS FOR 
HIS MASTER WHEN HE EXPERIENCED THE MOST 
FRIGHTENING MOMENT OF HIS LIFE. WHEN HE RACED 
INTO THE COURTYARD OF HIS MASTER'S HOUSE A FEW 
MINUTES LATER, HE WAS TREMBLING AND PALE WITH 
FRIGHT. WHEN THE MERCHANT SAW HIS ASHEN FACED 
SERVANT, HE GRABBED HIM BY THE SHOULDERS AND 
SAID, "TELL ME QUICKLY. WHAT IS WRONG?" 

"MASTER," SAID THE SERVANT, "I JUST NOW HAVE 
SEEN DEA TH IN THE MARKETPLACE, AND WHEN HE SAW 11 
HE RAISED HIS ARM TO STRIKE ME. PLEASE, MASTER, I 
AM CERTAIN HE MEANS TO TAKE ME. LOAN ME YOUR 
FASTEST HORSE SO THAT I CAN GET AWAY." 

"BUT WHERE WILL YOU GO?" SAID THE MERCHANT. 
"TO SAMARRA," SAID THE SERVANT. "DEATH WILL NOT 
FIND ME THERE." 

SO THE MERCHANT GAVE HIS SERVANT THE 
FASTEST HORSE IN HIS ST ABLES AND THE SERVANT 
RODE SWIFTLY OFF TO THE CITY OF SAMARRA WHERE HE 
HOPED TO HIDE. THEN THE MERCHANT TOOK UP HIS 
SERVANT'S EMPTY BASKET AND WENT HIMSELF TO THE 
MARKETPLACE TO SECURE THE PROVISIONS NEEDED FOR 
THE HOUSEHOLD. HE TOO SAW DEA TH, SO HE WENT TO HI 
AND SAID, "WHY DID YOU RAISE YOUR HAND TO 
SERVANT HERE A LITTLE WHILE AGO?" 

DEATH REPLIED, "ACTUALLY, I MEANT HIM NO 
HARM. THAT WAS A GESTURE OF SURPRISE. YOU SEE, I 
DIDN'T EXPECT TO SEE HIM HERE, FOR I HA VE AN 
APPOINTMENT WITH HIM TONIGHT IN SAMARRA." 

THE ANCIENT TALE PROCLAIMS A BIBLICAL 
TRUTH THAT NEEDS TO BE SOUNDED. DEA TH IS AN 
INEVITABLE EXPERIENCE IN LIFE AND YOU CANNOT 
ESCAPE IT. AS LIFE ON THIS EARTH HAS A BEGINNING, 
SO IT HAS AN ENDING. "BIRTH AND DEATH ARE THE 
PARENTHESES THAT BRACKET THE EXPERIENCE OF 
EVERY PERSON." 
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DEA TH IS NOT, OF COURSE, A TOPIC WE LIKE TO 
DISCUSS. SOME HA VE SUGGESTED THAT AS SEX WAS 
THE TABOO SUBJECT OF THE VICTORIAN AGE, DEA TH 
HAS BECOME THE TABOO SUBJECT OF THE SPACE AGE. 

WE MUST NOT BE OBSESSED WITH DEA TH, FOR IT 
IS TRUE, AS ONE MAN SUGGESTED, THAT ONE CAN NO 
MORE LOOK STEADILY AT DEATH THAN AT THE SUN. ON 
THE OTHER HAND, WE MUST NOT IGNORE DEA TH FOR IT 
AN EXPERIENCE THAT WILL COME TO EACH OF US AND 
WE ALL HA VE HAD THOSE MOMENTS IN OUR LIVES WHEN 
WE ASKED OURSELF THE QUESTION, "WHAT HAPPENS 
WHEN DEATH COMES? PAUL GIVES US SOME ANSWERS. 

Death Comes There Is: 

I. A REWARD 
--II Corinthians 4:17-18 
--Living Bible: vs. 17 - "These troubles and sufferings of ours 

are, after all, quite small and won't last very long. 
Yet this short time of distress will result in God's 

richest blessing upon us forever and ever! 
vs. 18 - So we do not look at what we can see right 
now, the troubles all around us, but we look 
forward to the joys in heaven which we have not 
yet seen. The troubles will soon be over, 
but the joys to come will last forever." 

--NOTE: Paul referred to this reward in verse as "an eternal 
weight of glory far beyond our comprehension." In other 
passages, the reward is spoken of in other terms. 

--Romans 8:18: Paul said of this reward, "For I consider that the 
sufferings of this present time are not worthy to be 
compared with the is to be revealed to us." 

--NOTE: James, in his epistle, said of this reward, "Blessed is 
the man who perseveres under trial; for he has been 
approved, he will receive · which the Lord 
has promised to those who love Him" (James 1:12). 

To young Timothy, Paul said of this reward, "In th1; 
future, there is laid up for me the'' · 
which the Lord, the righteous judge, will award to me on 
that day; and not only me, but also to all who have loved 
His appearing" (2 Timothy ,, 

--NOTE: When death comes, this 
of · reward will be given to us. 

What will this reward be like? Will it be a trophy or a 
medal or a crown for our head or a star for our crown? 
W do not know for s re. . 



One man, reacting to this token concept of our 
eternal reward, suggests that our reward is heaven 
itself, and that heaven is not a cash payment for 
walking with God. It is simply the ultimate 
destination that the road of faith leads to. 

Whether it is something God gives to us or 
simply the experience of heaven itself, Paul says that 
we will receive this reward after death and that the 
reward God has prepared for us will be something so much 
greater than anything we have ever experienced here on 
this earth, that there is no comparison. 
--APPLY: But from the spiritual point of life is a 

climbing up the hill that leads to the peak of 
the presence of God. No man need fear the years, 
for they bring him nearer, not to death, but thru 
death to God! 

--NOTE: Earth's suffering was forgotten in the glory of 
heaven. It is a notable fact that in all the 
gospel story Jesus never foretold His death 
without foretelling His Resurrection. He who 
suffers for Christ will share Christ's glory. 

A man's eye must be ever set and fixed, not on 
the things that are seen, but on the things that 
are unseen. There are two ways of looking at life. 
We can look at life as a slow process of inevitable 
degeneration. 

Wordsworth in his Ode on the Intimations 
of Immortality had the idea that when the 
little child came into this world he had some 
memory of heaven and that the years slowly took 
that memory away from him. That is one way of 
looking at life. If we think only of the 
things that are visible we are bound to see life 
that way. 

But there is another way. The writer to 
the Hebrews said of Moses: "He endured as seeing 
Him who is invisible" (Hebrews II:27). 

The reward cannot be seen now, for it is 
invisible. But when death comes, there will, 
first of all, be reward. 

II. A RELEASE 
--II Corinthians 5:1-4 
--Living Bible: vs. I "FOR WE KNOW that when this 

tent we live in now is taken down--when we die 
and leave these bodies--we will have wonderful 
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new bodies in heaven, homes that will be ours 
forevermore, made for us by God himself, and not 

vs. 2 "How weary we grow of our present bodies. 
That is why we look forward eagerly to the day 
when we shall 
have heavenly bodies which we shall put on 
like new clothes." 
vs. 3 "For we shall be merely spirits 
without bodies." 
vs. 4 "These earthly bodies make us groan and sigh, 
but we wouldn't like to think of dying and having 
no bodies at all. We want to slip into our new 
bodies so that these dying bodies will, as it 
were, be swallowed up by everlasting life." 

--NOTE: When death comes there will be a release 
Paul used two images to express 
this truth. 

1. A Building 
--NOTE: IN VERSE I, he used the imagery 

of a heavenly BUILDING a tentmaker, 
Paul's comparison of his body to a tent or 
a tabernacle was a natural one. When the 
tent of our physical body is taken down, 
Paul said has a far superior building 
already prepared for us. 

The superiority of future 
building is evident in the contrast. The 
future building is divine, not human. It 
is a house, not a tent. It is substantial, 
not flimsy. It is eternal, not temporary. 

death, the tent of this body is 
replaced by a house that God has 
prepared for us. That is what Paul said 
in verse 1. 

--NOTE: Greek and Roman thinkers despised 
"The body," they said, "is a tomb." 
Plotinus could say that he was ashamed 
that he had a body. Epictetus said of 
himself, "Thou art a poor soul 
burdened with a corpse." Seneca wrote, "I 
am a higher being and born for higher 
things than to be the slave of my body 
which I look upon as only a shackle 
put upon my freedom. 

Even Jewish thought sometimes had this idea. "For the 
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corr ti le body presses down upon the sou th 
ar I r 
an 1 9: 15). ' 

But with Paul there is a difference. He is 
not looking for a Nirvana with peace of extinction. 
He is not looking for absorption in the spirit. 

He is waiting for the day when God will 
give him a new body, a spiritual body, in which he will 
still be able, even in the heavenly places, to serve and 
to adore God. 

--ILLUS: Kipling once wrote a poem in which he thought 
of all the great things that a man would be 
able to do in the world to come: 
"When earth's last picture is painted, 

And the tubes are twisted and 
dried, 

When the oldest colours have faded, 
And the youngest critic has died, 

We shall rest, and faith we shall meet it, 
Lie down for an aeon or two, 

Till the Master of all good workmen 
Shall set us to work anew. 

And those that were good will be happy, 
They will sit in a golden chair 

And splash at a ten league canvas 
With brushes of comet's hair: 

shall find real saints to draw from, 
Magdalen, Peter and Paul, 

They shall work for an age at a sitting, 
And never grow weary at all. 

--NOTE: It was like that, that Paul felt. He saw 
not as escape into nothingness, but as 

into life and into a body in which 
service could be complete. 

2. A GARMENT 
--NOTE: IN VERSE 2, Paul spoke of a heavenly GARMENT. 

At death, we are stripped of the rudiments 
of this life like stripping off dirty clothes to 
step into the shower. Then, we are given a new 
garment to put on. 

--NOTE: What was Paul saying? Did he despise the human 
body body? Did he feel uncomfortable in this 
life? No, rather, he was frustrated by the 
limitations and disabilities of mortal 
existence. He desired freedom, not from a body, 
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but from the limitations of this physical body. 
And he knew that at death, the heavenly body 
prepared for him would have not such 
limitations. 

God has placed each of us in this world and 
He has given us a physical body in which to live 
this life. But it is a life of limitations, pain, 
and tribulation. However, when death comes, we 
will be given a new body, and a new garment, and a 
new house, which will be unlimited, free of pain, 
and void of suffering. 

When death comes, there is release. 

III. A RELATIONSHIP 
--II Corinthians 
--NOTE: VERSE 5 is preparation for his major 

thought, and verse 7 is a parenthetical 
thought. The major idea is found in verses 6 and 
8. 

VERSE 6b "While we are at home in the 
body, we are absent from the Lord" while vs.Sb "to 
be absent from the body" is to be at home 
th L d /3 . · · e or . ... 

Have you ever wondered what makes hell, 
hell, and what makes heaven, heaven? 

It all is a matter of relationship! We 
often talk about the temperature of hell and the 
furniture of heaven. But is that what makes hell, 
hell, the burning fire; or is that what makes 
heaven, heaven, the streets of gold? 

--ILLUS: C. S. LEWIS tells of waking up once in the 
middle of the night and not being able to go back 
to sleep. As he lay there, he reflected on his 
condition. It was utterly gm, so there was 
nothing to see. It was utterly still_. so there was 
nothing to hear. He was utterly so there 
was no one with whom he could relate. He concluded 
that nothing could be more threatening to his 
humanness than this sort of isolation. Then, the 
thought struck him: what if I had to live on 
like this forever and ever? 

Such a prospect of eternal isolation is 
more fearful than a thousand burning hells. What 
makes hell, hell? It is that it is a place where we 
will be eternally separated from the One by 
and for whom we were made. What makes hell, hell? 
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It is that it is a place where we will eternally 
be strangers, pilgrims in a foreign land. 

--APPLY: What makes heaven, heaven? It is that it is 
a place where fellowship with our heavenly 
Father. What makes heaven, heaven? 
It is that it is a place where we will eternally 
be at home. 

Paul loved life as much as any man who ever 
lived. Yet, there were times when Paul yearned 
for death, even welcomed it, because he knew that 
when death came, there would be a REW ARD for his 
faithfulness, there would be RELEASE from his 
feebleness, and there would a RELATIONSHIP 
with his Father. 

IV. A REVIEW 
--II Corinthians 
--NOTE: There comes the note of sternness. Even when 

Paul was thinking of and longing for the life to 
come, he never forgot that we are not only on the 
way to glory; we are also on the way to judgment. 
•we must appear before the judgment seat of 
Christ.• 

--ILLUS: The word for judgment seat .12sm!l. Paul may 
be thinking simply of the tribunal of the Roman 
magistrate before which he himself stood. Or he 
may be thinking of the Greek way of justice. All 
Greek citizens were liable to serve as judges, or 
as we would say, When an Athenian sat 
in judgment on a case he was given two bronze 
discs. Each had a cylindrical axis. One was 
hollow and that disc stood for condemnation; one 
was solid and that disc stood for acquittal. On 
the there stood two urns. One was of bronze 
and was called decisive urn• for into it the 
judge dropped the disc which stood for his 
verdict. The other was of wood and was called 
inoperative urn• and into it the judge dropped 
the disc which he desired to discard. So at the 
end the jury dropped into the bronze urn 
either the disc that stood for acquittal or the 
disc that stood for condemnation. 

To an onlooker they looked exactly alike 
and none could tell the verdict the judges gave. 
And then the discs were counted and the verdict 
given. ven so some day we shall await the verdict 
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tremendous and a thrilling thing, for in life we 
are making or marring a destiny, we are winning or 
losing a crown. Time has become the testing 
ground of eternity. 

--NOTE: We will be reviewed by God. In this time of 
review, our eternal salvation is not at stake. We 
are saved not through what we do but through 
what Christ has done. 

Nevertheless, the implication of verse 
IO and of I Corinthians 3: 11-15, and of some 
other passages in the New Testament is that 
when death comes, and we are ushered into the 
presence of God, our lives will be reviewed. How we 
responded to God's purpose will be evaluated 
and compensation will be given on the basis of 
that review. 

Because of that truth, the key question 
facing us is this: how should we live our lives 
right now in preparation for that day? That is 
the question. 

--The Answer: Look at the pattern Paul provided for us 
in verse 9. "Therefore also, we have as our 
ambition, whether at home or absent, to be 
pleasing to Him.11 

Paul's ambition was to so live that when 
his life was laid before Christ His careful 
scrutiny, the Master would be pleased. Paul 
lived so that at any moment, he would be ready to 
die. 

John Wesley, the founding father of 
Methodism, was asked one day, "If you knew that 
you would die tomorrow night, how would you spend 
the day? 

Wesley answered, "I would spend it just 
as I intended to spend it. I would preach 
tonight at Gloucester, and again tomorrow 
morning. After, I would ride to Tewkesbury, 
preach in the afternoon, and meet the Society in 
the evening. I would spend the last hours of the 
evening with my Christian brother, Martin. I 
would talk with him about the Lord, pray with 
his family, retire to my room at ten o'clock, 
commend myself to my heavenly Father, and wake up 
in glory!" 

There was a man, who, like Paul, had as his 
one ambition in life to so live that when death 
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came and his life was reviewed, God would say to 
him, "Well done, good and faithful servant." 

I wonder, "What is your ambition?" 
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WHAT HAPPENS WHEN DEATH COMES? 

SCRIPTURE: II Corinthians 4:16-5:10 pew Bible p. 
1002 

INTRO: LEGEND TELLS OF A STRANGE ENCOUNTER IN 
THE MARKETPLACE OF BAGDAD. THE SERVANT OF A 
WEAL THY MERCHANT WAS SECURING PROVISIONS FOR 
HIS MASTER WHEN HE EXPERIENCED THE MOST 
FRIGHTENING MOMENT OF HIS LIFE. WHEN HE RACED 
INTO THE COURTYARD OF HIS MASTER'S HOUSE A FEW 
MINUTES LATER, HE WAS TREMBLING AND PALE WITH 
FRIGHT. WHEN THE MERCHANT SAW HIS ASHEN FACED 
SERVANT, HE GRABBED HIM BY THE SHOULDERS AND 
SAID, "TELL ME QUICKLY. WHAT IS WRONG?" 

"MASTER," SAID THE SERVANT, "I JUST NOW HAVE 
SEEN DEA TH IN THE MARKETPLACE, AND WHEN HE SAW ME, 
HE RAISED HIS ARM TO STRIKE ME. PLEASE, MASTER, I 
AM CERTAIN HE MEANS TO TAKE ME. LOAN ME YOUR 
FASTEST HORSE SO THAT I CAN GET AWAY." 

"BUT WHERE WILL YOU GO?" SAID THE MERCHANT. 
"TO SAMARRA," SAID THE SERVANT. "DEATH WILL NOT 
FIND ME THERE." 

SO THE MERCHANT GAVE HIS SERVANT THE • 
FASTEST HORSE IN HIS ST ABLES AND THE SERVANT 
RODE SWIFTLY OFF TO THE CITY OF SAMARRA WHERE HE 
HOPED TO HIDE. THEN THE MERCHANT TOOK UP HIS 
SERVANT'S EMPTY BASKET AND WENT HIMSELF TO THE 
MARKETPLACE TO SECURE THE PROVISIONS NEEDED FOR 
THE HOUSEHOLD. HE TOO SAW DEA TH, SO HE WENT TO HIM 
AND SAID, "WHY DID YOU RAISE YOUR HAND TO STRIKE MY 
SERVANT HERE A LITTLE WHILE AGO?" 

DEATH REPLIED, "ACTUALLY, I MEANT HIM NO 
HARM. THAT WAS A GESTURE OF SURPRISE. YOU SEE, I 
DIDN'T EXPECT TO SEE HIM HERE, FOR I HA VE AN 
APPOINTMENT WITH HIM TONIGHT IN SAMARRA." 

THE ANCIENT TALE PROCLAIMS A BIBLICAL 
TRUTH THAT NEEDS TO BE SOUNDED. DEATH IS AN 
INEVITABLE EXPERIENCE IN LIFE AND YOU CANNOT 
ESCAPE IT. AS LIFE ON THIS EARTH HAS A BEGINNING, 
SO IT HAS AN ENDING. "BIRTH AND DEATH ARE THE 
PARENTHESES THAT BRACKET THE EXPERIENCE OF 
EVERY PERSON." 



,, 

DEATH IS NOT, OF COURSE, A TOPIC WE LIKE TO 
DISCUSS. SOME HA VE SUGGESTED THAT AS SEX WAS 
THE TABOO SUBJECT OF THE VICTORIAN AGE, DEA TH 
HAS BECOME THE TABOO SUBJECT OF THE SPACE AGE. 

WE MUST NOT BE OBSESSED WITH DEA TH, FOR IT 
IS TRUE, AS ONE MAN SUGGESTED, THAT ONE CAN NO 
MORE LOOK STEADILY AT DEATH THAN AT THE SUN. ON 
THE OTHER HAND, WE MUST NOT IGNORE DEA TH FOR IT 
AN EXPERIENCE THAT WILL COME TO EACH OF US AND 
WE ALL HA VE HAD THOSE MOMENTS IN OUR LIVES WHEN 
WE ASKED OURSELF THE QUESTION, "WHAT HAPPENS 
WHEN DEATH COMES? PAUL GIVES US SOME ANSWERS. 

When Death Comes There Is: 

I. A REWARD 
- - II Corinthians 4: 17 -18 
--Living Bible: vs. 17 - "These troubles and sufferings of ours 

are, after all, quite small and won't last very long. 
Yet this short time of distress will result in God's 

richest blessing upon us forever and ever! 
vs. 18 - So we do not look at what we can see right 
now, the troubles all around us, but we look 
forward to the joys in heaven which we have not 
yet seen. The troubles will soon be over, 
but the joys to come will last forever." 

--NOTE: Paul referred to this reward in verse 17 as "an eternal 
weight of glory far beyond our comprehension." In other 
passages, the reward is spoken of in other terms. 

--Romans 8: I 8: Paul said of this reward, "For I consider that the 
sufferings of this present time are not worthy to be 
compared with the glory that is to be revealed to us." 

--NOTE: James, in his epistle, said of this reward, "Blessed is 
the man who perseveres under trial; for once he has been 
approved, he will receive the crown of life, which the Lord 
has promised to those who love Him" (James 1:12). 

To young Timothy, Paul said of this reward, "In the 
future, there is laid up for me the crown of righteousness, 
which the Lord, the righteous judge, will award to me on 
that day; and not only me, but also to all who have loved 
His appearing" (2 Timothy 4:8). 

--NOTE: When death comes, this glory, this crown of life, 
this crown of righteous, this reward will be given to us. 
What will this reward be like? Will it be a trophy or a 
medal or a crown for our head or a star for our crown? 
We do not know for sure. 



One man, reacting to this token concept of our 
eternal reward, suggests that our reward is heaven 
itself, and that heaven is not a cash payment for 
walking with God. It is simply the ultimate 
destination that the road of faith leads to. 

Whether it is something God gives to us or 
simply the experience of heaven itself, Paul says that 
we will receive this reward after death and that the 
reward God has prepared for us will be something so much 
greater than anything we have ever experienced here on 
this earth, that there is no comparison. 
--APPLY: But from the spiritual point of view life is a 

climbing up the hill that leads to the peak of 
the presence of God. No man need fear the years, 
for they bring him nearer, not to death, but thru 
death to God! 

Earth's suffering was forgotten in the glory of 
heaven. It is a notable fact that in all the 
gospel story Jesus never foretold His death 
without foretelling His Resurrection. He who 
suffers for Christ will share Christ's glory. 

A man's eye must be ever set and fixed, not on 
the things that are seen, but on the things that 
are unseen. There are two ways of looking at life. 
We can look at life as a slow process of inevitable 
degeneration. 

Wordsworth in his Ode the Intimations 
of Immortality had the idea that when the 
little child came into this world he had some 
memory of heaven and that the years slowly took 
that memory away from him. That is one way of 
looking at life. If we think only of the 
things that are visible we are bound to see life 
that way. 

But there is another way. The writer to 
the Hebrews said of Moses: "He endured as seeing 
Him who is invisible" (Hebrews II:27). 

The reward cannot be seen now, for it is 
invisible. But when death comes, there will, 
first of all, be reward. 

II. A RELEASE 
-II Corinthians 5: I -4 

--Living Bible: vs. I "FOR KNOW that when this 
tent we live in now is taken down--when we die 
and leave these bodies--we will have wonderful 
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new bodies in heaven, homes that will be ours 
forevermore, made for us by God himself, and not 

vs. 2 "How weary we grow of our present bodies. 
That is why we look forward eagerly to the day 
when we shall 
have heavenly bodies which we shall put on 
like new clothes." 
vs. 3 "For we shall not not be merely spirits 
without bodies." 
vs. 4 "These earthly bodies make us groan and sigh, 
but we wouldn't like to think of dying and having 
no bodies at all. We want to slip into our new 
bodies so that these dying bodies will, as it 
were, be swallowed up by everlasting life." 

--NOTE: When death comes there will be a release. 
Paul used two images to express 
this truth. 

1. A Building 
--NOTE: IN VERSE 1, he used the imagery 

of a heavenly BUILDING. As a tentmaker, 
Paul's comparison of his body to a tent or 
a tabernacle was a natural one. When the 
tent of our physical body is taken down, 
Paul said God has a far superior building 
already prepared for us. 

The superiority of future 
building is evident in the contrast. The 
future building is divine, not human. It 
is a house, not a tent. It is substantial, 
not flimsy. It is eternal, not temporary. 

At death, the tent of this body is 
replaced by a house that God has 
prepared for us. That is what Paul said 
in verse 1. 

--NOTE: Greek and Roman thinkers despised the 
"The body," they said, "is a tomb." 
Plotinus could say that he was ashamed 
that he had a body. Epictetus said of 
himself, "Thou art a poor soul 
burdened with a corpse." Seneca wrote, "I 
am a higher being and born for higher 
things than to be the slave of my body 
which I look upon as only a shackle 
put upon my freedom. 

Even Jewish thought sometimes had this idea. "For the 
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corruptible body presses down upon the soul and the 
earthly tabernacle weighs down the mind that muses on 
many things" (Wisdom 9: 15). 

But with Paul there is a difference. He is 
not looking for a Nirvana with the peace of extinction. 
He is not looking for absorption in the spirit. 

He is waiting for the day when God will 
give him a new body, a spiritual body, in which he will 
still be able, even in the heavenly places, to serve and 
to adore God. 

-_-ILLUS: Kipling once wrote a poem in which he thought 
of all the great things that a man would be 
able to do in the world to come: 
"When earth's last picture is painted, 

And the tubes are twisted and 
dried, 

When the oldest colours have faded, 
And the youngest critic has died, 

We shall rest, and faith we shall meet it, 
Lie down for an aeon or two, 

Till the Master of all good workmen 
Shall set us to work anew. 

And those that were good will be happy, 
They will sit in a golden chair 

And splash at a ten league canvas 
With brushes of comet's hair: 

They shall find real saints to draw from, 
Magdalen, Peter and Paul, 

They shall work for an age at a sitting, 
And never grow weary at all. 

--NOTE: It was like that, that Paul felt. He saw 
eternity as escape into nothingness, but as 
a RELEASE into life and into a body in which 
service could be complete. 

2. A GARMENT 
--NOTE: IN VERSE 2, Paul spoke of a heavenly GARMENT. 

At death, we are stripped of the rudiments 
of this life like stripping off dirty clothes to 
step into the shower. Then, we are given a new 
garment to put on. 

--NOTE: What was Paul saying? Did he despise the human 
body body? Did he feel uncomfortable in this 
life? No, rather, he was frustrated by the 
limitations and disabilities of mortal 
existence. He desired freedom, not from a body, 
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but from the limitations of this physical body. 
And he knew that at death, the heavenly body 
prepared for him would have not such 
limitations. 

God has placed each of us in this world and 
He has given us a physical body in which to live 
this life. But it is a life of limitations, pain, 
and tribulation. However, when death comes, we 
will be given a new body, and a new garment, and a 
new house, which will be unlimited, free of pain, 
and void of suffering. 

When death comes, there is release. 

III. A RELATIONSHIP 
Corinthians 5:5-8 

--NOTE: VERSE 5 is preparation for his major 
thought, and verse 7 is a parenthetical 
thought. The major idea is found in verses 6 and 
8. 

VERSE 6b "While we are at home in the 
body, we are absent from the Lord" while vs.Sb "to 
be absent from the body" is to be at home with 
the Lord." 

Have you ever wondered what makes hell, 
hell, and what makes heaven, heaven? 

It all is a matter of relationship! We 
often talk about the temperature of hell and the 
furniture of heaven. But is that what makes hell, 
hell, the burning fire; or is that what makes 
heaven, heaven, the streets of gold? 

--ILLUS: C. S. LEWIS tells of waking up once in the 
middle of the night and not being able to go back 
to sleep. As he lay there, he reflected on his 
condition. It was utterly dark, so there was 
nothing to see. It was utterly still, so there was 
nothing to hear. He was utterly alone, so there 
was no one with whom he could relate. He concluded 
that nothing could be more threatening to his 
humanness than this sort of isolation. Then, the 
thought struck him: what if I had to live on 
like this forever and ever? 

Such a prospect of eternal isolation is 
more fearful than a thousand burning hells. What 
makes hell, hell? It is that it is a place where we 
will be eternally separated from the One by whom 
and for whom we were made. What makes hell, hell? 



It is that it is a place where we will eternally 
be strangers, pilgrims in a foreign land. 

--APPLY: What makes heaven, heaven? It is that it is 
a place where fellowship with our heavenly 
Father. What makes heaven, heaven? 
It is that it is a place where we will eternally 
be at home. 

Paul loved life as much as any man who ever 
lived. Yet, there were times when Paul yearned 
for death, even welcomed it, because he knew that 
when death came, there would be a REW ARD for his 
faithfulness, there would be RELEASE from his 
feebleness, and there would a RELATIONSHIP 
with his Father. 

IV. A REVIEW 
--II Corinthians 5:9-16 
--NOTE: There comes the note of sternness. Even when 

Paul was thinking of and longing for the life to 
come, he never forgot that we are not only on the 
way to glory; we are also on the way to judgment. 
"We must appear before the judgment seat of 
Christ." 

--ILLUS: The word for judgment seat Paul may 
be thinking simply of the tribunal of the Roman 
magistrate before which he himself stood. Or he 
may be thinking of the Greek way of justice. All 
Greek citizens were liable to serve as judges, or 
as we would say, as jurymen. When an Athenian sat 
in judgment on a case he was given two bronze 
discs. Each had a cylindrical axis. One axis was 
hollow and that disc stood for condemnation; one 
was solid and that disc stood for acquittal. On 
the there stood two urns. One was of bronze 
and was called "the decisive urn" for into it the 
judge dropped the disc which stood for his 
verdict. The other was of wood and was called "the 
inoperative urn" and into it the judge dropped 
the disc which he desired to discard. So at the 
end the jury dropped into the bronze urn 
either the disc that stood for acquittal or the 
disc that stood for condemnation. 

To an onlooker they looked exactly alike 
and none could tell the verdict the judges gave. 
And then the discs were counted and the verdict 
given. Even so some day we shall await the verdict 
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tremendous and a thrilling thing, for in life we 
are making or marring a destiny, we are winning or 
losing a crown. Time has become the testing 
ground of eternity. 

--NOTE: We will be reviewed by God. In this time of 
review, our eternal salvation is not at stake. We 
are saved not through what we do but through 
what Christ has done. 

Nevertheless, the implication of verse 
10 and of I Corinthians 3:11-15, and of some 
other passages in the New Testament is that 
when death comes, and we are ushered into the 
presence of God, our lives will be reviewed. How we 
responded to God's purpose will be evaluated 
and compensation will be given on the basis of 
that review. 

Because of that truth, the key question 
facing us is this: how should we live our lives 
right now preparation for that day? That is 
the question. 

--The Answer: Look at the pattern Paul provided for us 
in verse 9. "Therefore also, we have as our 
ambition, whether at home or absent, to be 
pleasing to Him. 

Paul's ambition was to so live that when 
his life was laid before Christ fro His careful 
scrutiny, the Master would be pleased. Paul 
lived so that at any moment, he would be ready to 
die. 
CQN;, John Wesley, the founding father of 

Methodism, was asked one day, "If you knew that 
you would die tomorrow night, how would you spend 
the day? 

Wesley answered, "I would spend it just 
as I intended to spend it. I would preach 
tonight at Gloucester, and again tomorrow 
morning. After, I would ride to Tewkesbury, 
preach in the afternoon, and meet the Society in 
the evening. I would spend the last hours of the 
evening with my Christian brother, Martin. I 
would talk with him about the Lord, pray with 
his family, retire to my room at ten o'clock, 
commend myself to my heavenly Father, and wake up 
in glory!" 

There was a man, who, like Paul, had as his 
one ambition in life to so live that when death 
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came and his life was reviewed, God would say to 
him, "Well done, good and faithful servant." 

I wonder, "What is your ambition?" 
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